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CENTERS FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING™ AND SCIENCE OF MIND MAGAZINE
SPONSOR ILLUMINATE FILM FESTIVAL
Golden, CO (March 29, 2016) – Centers for Spiritual Living™ and Science of Mind
Magazine have signed on as Principal Presenting Sponsors for the 3rd Annual Illuminate Film
Festival, the 22-film mind-body-spirit festival being held June 1-5 in Sedona, AZ.
Science of Mind Magazine’s May issue will also feature a cover story on Illuminate and “The
Connected Universe,” one of the conscious films making its festival world premiere.
“We are excited to have this chance to partner with the Illuminate Film Festival on this important
event that will inspire and uplift our global consciousness,” said David Goldberg, publisher of
Science of Mind magazine and Science of Mind Publishing. “This festival will present
empowering films and messages by filmmakers and story tellers from around the globe.”
The 3rd annual Illuminate Film Festival, which was featured on the Huffington Post’s prestigious
Top 24 Film Festivals to Revitalize Your Soul in 2016, will encompass at least seven world
premieres, two sneak peeks and newly added focuses on family film, episodic web content, and a
line-up of films under the theme, Social Issues, Conscious Solutions.
“In just three short years, we’re proud to have become an industry leader in the conscious cinema
movement,” said Illuminate Film Festival Executive Director Danette Wolpert. “After all, the
power of story is arguably the single-most affecting tool we have at our fingertips to shape the
human experience. Filmmakers, now on the frontier of a global conscious shift, are speaking
with their cameras, and Illuminate provides these brilliant visionary filmmakers of our time a
vehicle to enlighten our world.”
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Based in Golden, CO, Centers for Spiritual Living™ is a global community comprised of 400
spiritual communities, teaching chapters, study groups and other ministries in 30 countries,
teaching a New Thought philosophy through the study and practice of Science of Mind®, also
known as Religious Science®. The organization honors all spiritual paths and lifestyles. For
more information, visit: www.CSL.org .
Science of Mind Magazine - A guide to spiritual living that empowers you with tools to create a
better, happier and more satisfying life. Every issue features thought-provoking articles with
today’s most influential New Thought leaders such as Eckhart Tolle, Elizabeth Gilbert,
Jean Houston, Ram Dass and the Dalai Lama. Plus daily guides, smart ideas and useful tips to
help awaken a life you love. To learn more, visit: www.ScienceOfMind.com.
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